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Akane Suzuki will be a featured panelist along with Michael

Rosen-Prinz and Mark Barmes in "International Update, Relevant

Legal Developments from Outside the United States" on January

17, 2018, which will cover recent developments in trust, tax, and

privacy law around the world.

About The Heckerling Institute on Estate Planning Conference

The Heckerling Institute on Estate Planning is the leading

educational conference for all members of the estate planning

team, including attorneys, trust officers, accountants, charitable

giving professionals, insurance advisors, elder law specialists,

wealth management professionals, educators and nonprofit

advisors. In addition to providing the highest quality educational

programming, the Institute offers unparalleled networking and

professional development opportunities and the nation’s largest

exhibit hall dedicated to the estate planning industry.

The 53rd Institute offers practical guidance on today’s most

important tax and non-tax planning issues, including the planning

challenges and opportunities presented by the 2017 Tax Act. It

will also offer valuable insights and innovative ideas for planning

effectively in what remains an uncertain and unpredictable

political and economic environment. Attendees can benefit from

programs covering a wide range of advanced level planning

topics, or can customize their educational experience with one

of our specialized program tracks to expand their expertise in

today’s fastest growing practice areas. Finally, our outstanding

faculty includes many of your favorite Institute speakers, as well

as a number of new faces providing a fresh look at key issues in

individual and estate planning.

https://www.law.miami.edu/heckerling/Fiduciary%20Tax%20%26%20Administration
https://www.law.miami.edu/heckerling/Fiduciary%20Tax%20%26%20Administration
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For more information and to register, visit University of Miami School of Law's website.
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